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56th Meeting - Silent coverage during debate and vote on admission of new members to U.N. (Excellent general background shots).

1 lcu Close shots of delegates (tilt up from nameplates to delegates at table):
   C.L. Haia (China)
   Pavle Lukin (Yugoslavia)
   Mahmoud Bey Fawzi (Egypt)
   A. Parodi (France)
   Hershel Johnson (U.S.)
   Paul Hasluck (Australia)
   Orlando Leite Ribeiro (Brazil)

2 ms Lukin speaking.

3 gv Various shots of Council chamber and public gallery during meeting.
4. Several shots of delegates voting by show of hands on admission of new members.

5. Dmitry Manuilsky (Ukraine), Lukin and Vassili Demdranos (Greece), sitting in public gallery as observers. Manuilsky invited to Council table, addressing Council.

6. Council table and public gallery during meeting - various shots.